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17. He accounts for mother attachment 8-12 months, as child now knowing that all strangers are not mother (instead of my account of induction & kinship by imitation)

19. Quotes Oscar Hammerstein II, Carousel
   You can have fun with a son, but you gotta be a father to a girl.

25. Ludicrous account of sexual trauma - claims that passivity stems from this stage.

38. Female choice of confidant rather than gang - monogamy plays major difference.

69. (Menstruation) Women are to be congratulated on being able to traverse this stage of life retaining any semblance of emotional stability.

72. The key of the disappointed uterus
The true emancipation of women will come with the abolition of all sexual unreality. 

Narcissism - masochism.

This reversal of emotional activities brings with it an enhanced mass perception, a heightened inner alertness which is characteristic of women. This faculty for greater self-observation - a "sixth sense" - makes the eternal female. The inward direction of forces can also account for the fabulous feminine intuition. That nebulous quirk which so confuses men and scientific method, the ability of a woman to "listen in the emotional dark," is the feminine counterpart of a man's transformation of emotional activity and quiet desperation.

This nebulous entity called feminine love is composed of a unique blend of narcissism, passivity, and masochism.